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Abstract

Document Classification problems have been applied to to various tasks, such as automatic
tag suggestion, document indexing, sentiment analysis etc. Traditionally, most of these
methods involve processes that do not utilize information such as text order, such as BoW
models or Tf-Idf techniques to create document vectors. Later, powerful semantic word
embeddings emerged, including word2vec and GloVe that have been shown to work well
for benchmark sentence classification tasks[1]. Recently, a new semantic sentence embed-
ding, dubbed Skip-Thoughts[2] has emerged which models sentences as vectors. We intend
to explore how a Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) can work with these skip-thought
embeddings to model data for various Document Classification tasks.

1 Introduction

In the recent past, deep learning methods have consistently set new benchmarks for a variety of
NLP Tasks, such as part-of-speech tagging [3], sentiment classification [4], neural language models
[5] and machine translation. These models have been heavily influenced in the recent past by
the availability of robust embeddings[6] that have boosted their results. Recently, a sentence
embedding model, dubbed Skip-Thoughts[2] has emerged, which employs a Gated Recurrent
Neural Network based encoder-decoder model to learn generic unsupervised sentence encodings.
We attempt to learn a deep framework (specifically, a convolutional neural network), which given
skip-thought representations of sentences in a document, learns to to perform various Document
classification tasks. We will try to focus on the task of Multi-Label document classification,
which has not been explored a lot using deep learning methods in published literature[7].

2 Related Work

While not a lot of work has been done using the sentence domain (to the best of the authors’
knowledge), similar work has been done using the word vector domain[1]. The work done by
Kalchbrenner et al.[8] is the only material we found that is roughly similar to our idea, where the
sentence representations are being learned within their DCNN(Dynamic Convolutional Neural
Network) structure. We intend to utilize some aspects of his DCNN structure in our model.
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3 Methodology

3.1 Flowchart

Figure 1: Basic Flowchart

3.2 Datasets

• NLM − 500: PubMed documents with MeSH terms

• 20 −Newsgroups: 18821 docs with train/test splits on 20 news classes

• CiteULike − 180: 180 documents with high quality human tags from the CiteULike
database
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